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MONTHLY REPORT FOR OCTOBER 2021 

 

CAMPUS NEWS  

WORLD MENTAL HEALTH DAY 

 

World Mental Health Day is celebrated on 10th October 2021 to create awareness about mental health 

issues around the world and to mobilise efforts in support of mental health. This year’s World Mental Health 

Day comes at a time when our daily lives have changed considerably due to the ongoing Covid-19 

pandemic especially for school students and staff as they navigated online classes, personal and family’s 

health concerns, and a global crisis, all at one time. As a result of this, their psychological, emotional and 

physical health have taken a toll which in turn have impacted their daily lives at school and home.  

At Cambridge School Noida, the Psychology Department organised the following events for students and 

teachers to focus on their mental health: 

6th October 2021: An interactive circle time was organised for classes VI to VIII wherein Class Teachers 

connected with their students and offered a supportive space to talk about mental health.  

8th October 2021: A poster making activity was organised in the zero period for class VI wherein the 

students artistically presented posters on the topic Self-Care for Better Mental Health.  

8th October 2021: A session was conducted by Mr. Ashish Garg of Pratham Institutes on Time 

Management for students of class 10th and 12th who will be appearing for their Pre-Boards and Board 

examinations. 

12th October 2021: Dance Movement Therapy workshop for teachers by Ms. Tripura Kashyap focusing on 

their mental well-being. 
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AZADI KA AMRIT MAHOTSAV 

Cambridge School, Noida (Senior Wing) organized Azadi Ka Amrit Mahotsav, a government of India 

initiative, to celebrate the 75th year of Indian independence on 21stOctober 2021 as it marks the declaration 

of the Provisional Government of Free India. Various events were organized as a part of this celebration 

including screening of documentary, Digital Collage making competition and a Quiz based on the major 

events. All these events ensured successful inculcation of knowledge about the glorious history and impact 

of the Indian Freedom struggle. 

CLASS VI 

A documentary on Azadi - A Tribute to India’s Great Freedom Fighters,  narrated by Annu Kapoor was 

shown to the students on 21st October,2021 as a Government of India initiative to remember and celebrate 

progressive India's 75th year of independence, as well as the wonderful history of its people, culture, and 

achievements. The documentary showcased the freedom fighters’ struggle and sacrifice to make India free 

from the British rule. It was an enriching experience for the students to know about all the known and 

unknown freedom fighters. Students enjoyed a quiz which was based on the documentary.  

   

 

 

CLASS VII 

The school had organized a Digital Photo Collage making activity for the students of class VII on 21st 

October’2021 as part of Azadi Ka Amrit Mahotsav. The theme of the activity was to recall the contributions 

of women or tribal freedom fighters who were the ‘Unsung Warriors’ of the freedom struggle. The students 

participated actively in the session and made beautiful collages by displaying their creativity. 
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CLASS VIII 

Students of class VIII enthusiastically took part in Azadi Ka Amrit Mahotsav activity to commemorate the 

monumental occasion of 75 years of India's Independence.  

The activity took place on 21st October 2021 during the Social Science period. The session began by 

showing the students a video, inspired by struggles and stories of Indian freedom fighters against the 

British rule. An interactive quiz session followed the video and students eagerly participated in it. The 

objective of the activity was to showcase the journey of new India and to celebrate the contribution of 

freedom fighters, including the 'Unsung Heroes' of the freedom struggle.  

  
 

 
 

INTERNATIONAL SCHOOL PROGRAMME OCTOBER 2021 

On 7th October 2021, from 5:00 pm to 6:30 pm, students from class X interacted with their peers in Mexico, 

United Arab Emirates and Indonesia via video conferencing. The students participated wholeheartedly in 

the discussion on ‘Festivals’. A video conference was organised with students in the United States, 

Germany and Mexico on 13th October 2021, from 8:00 pm to 9:30 pm. Students from class X had thought-

provoking discussions on ‘Education’. The videoconference was a great learning experience for the 

enthusiastic students who put forth their views on the significance of school in their lives, their experiences 

and the future education system. 
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Harsidak Singh (Class XE) participated in a Poetry Writing Competition organised by FED Education, 

United Kingdom, to encourage young poets to put across their thoughts on What School Means to You. 

On 5th October 2021, Ms Anubha Rawat attended the ‘World Teacher’s Day’ webinar organised by 

UNESCO, under the theme, ‘Teachers at the heart of education recovery’.  

The British Council celebrated ‘World Teachers' Day’ by hosting a series of talks and workshops designed 

to support educators in the teaching-learning process. Ms. Anubha Rawat attended the extremely 

enlightening workshops from 5th October to 8th October 2021. On 28th October 2021, Ms Anubha Rawat 

attended a webinar on ‘Education for Sustainable Development and Citizenship’. 

PTM CLASS X  

Preboard Exams of Class X started from 24th September 2021 in the offline mode. All the COVID norms 

were strictly followed in conducting the offline exams. 98% of the students appeared for the preboard offline 

examination. The result of the exams was shared with the parents through offline PTM on 9th October 

2021.  

A special meeting was held with parents of low achievers (50% and below) of Class X  in the seminar room 

on 9th October 2021, to encourage them to attend the remediation classes being organised under the 

October remediation plan. Parents were addressed by the Vice Principal, Ms. Nandita Sinha Roy and the 

Coordinators of Class X. Ms. Kiran Sibal explained the remediation plan of offline classes, while Ms. 

Nandita Sinha Roy spoke about the rationale behind these classes and the need to attend them. 

Most parents expressed their readiness to send the children for these classes. One parent wished to know 

the SOP which specifies the requirement of parents’ consent/undertaking for attending school. 

 

WORKSHOPS AND SEMINARS FOR STUDENTS 

ENRICHMENT SESSION IN PHYSICS 

Cambridge School, Noida organized a session Enrichment Session in Physics on 22nd and 23rd October 

2021 by the renowned nuclear experimental physicist Prof. H.C. Verma, revered by all science students 

and teachers. Prof. Verma is the author of highly acclaimed textbooks on conceptual Physics and a prolific 

Science Teacher/ Demonstrator. The school Principal Ms. Preeti Sangwan welcomed Prof. Verma and 

highlighted the importance of conducting such sessions for understanding the concepts of Physics. The 

session was also graced by the School Manager, Dr Kalyani Roy who always encourages teachers and 

students to extend the frontiers of learning beyond the textbook.  

On the first day, Prof Verma conducted the session for class XI -XII students and science teachers at the 

Roma Deb Auditorium on experiments based on Rotational Dynamics and Waves. He also discussed 

Thermodynamics, a branch of Science dealing with the relations between heat and other forms of energy.  

On the second day a session on General Experiments of Science with light, was held for class VI –VIII 

students at the ATL lab in the school. The two-day session ended with the Vote of thanks by Dr. Hemant 
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Singh, HoD Physics Department. More than 150 teachers and students from sister schools and neighboring 

schools participated. 

  

  

LAW AS A CAREER 

A webinar on Law as a Career was held by CLAT Possible on 27th October 2021 for the students of 

classes XI and XII. It began with an interactive session delving into the field of Law and how it has become 

a popular new-age career option.  

The host familiarised the students with the process of getting into a prestigious law school in India and how 

it is relatively an uncomplicated process. He further explained the eligibility criteria for taking the CLAT and 

PCSJ exam and the degrees required to launch one’s remarkable career in law.  

Students were exposed to some of the most popular career options in law namely, Corporate Law, Judicial 

Services, Social sector, Academics, and Civil Services.  

NATIONAL MISSION FOR CLEAN GANGA 

The National Mission for Clean Ganga (NMCG) has been celebrating 4th November, the day of 

declaration of river Ganga as ‘National River of India’. Every year “Ganga Utsav” is celebrated to build a 

strong bond with the public and the Ganga and its ecology. 

NMCG, in its 5th edition of the Ganga Utsav and on the occasion of ‘Azadi ka Amrit Mahotsav’, celebrated 

not only river Ganga but also various other rivers across the country. To make this event successful, a 

mobile exhibition and activity van by Wildlife Institute of India visited Cambridge School, Noida on 28th 

October2021 and engaged with the students of Classes VI- VIII. The objective of this activity was to evoke 

public awareness, participation, engagement and bring about behavioural change in the people towards 

rivers. Activities such as face painting, yoga, quiz etc. were carried out by 4 volunteers of WII and students 

enjoyed being a part of these activities. 
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FINANCIAL LITERACY WEEK  

Financial literacy week was conducted for the students of classes VI-VIII in Cambridge School, Noida from 

25th October- 29th October,2021. It is a program organised by NCFE (National Centre for Financial 

Education). The aim of this programme was to create awareness about financial products and services, 

good financial practices, going digital and consumer protection. Financial literacy is the ability to use 

knowledge and skills to manage financial resources effectively for a lifetime of financial well-being. When 

children are aware of the concept, they can influence their families by sharing the knowledge on importance 

of savings and take necessary steps to better manage their money. Thus, spreading the concept of 

financial literacy and creating financial awareness among children is important. Various activities were 

conducted in the following subjects and children also got the opportunity to interact with Mr Sunil Sayal, 

CFO, Region-India, Nokia Solutions and Networking. 
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Social Studies 

Students were told about various schemes or financial products which can be opened for them under the 

guardianship of parents. It will help them not only to understand the importance of saving. The students 

really enjoyed participating in the discussions related to various topics of Finance. 

Mathematics 

Students showed  great interest in learning new things which are very much applicable in real life. 

ACTIVITIES FOR CLASS VI 

For class VI the following topics/activities were conducted: 

Taxes- Direct taxes and Indirect Taxes 

Goods and Services Tax- GST 

Quiz was conducted based on the topics covered. 

Case study questions were given. 

ACTIVITIES FOR CLASS VII 

For class VII students the following topics were covered: 

Marked Price, Selling Price, Cost Price, Profit/Loss, Discount 

Simple Interest 

Case Study Questions 

Quiz based on the topics covered. 

As part of life skill activity class VII children were asked to prepare a budget for their daily need items. 

                           

 

ACTIVITIES FOR CLASS VIII: 

For class VIII students the following topics were covered: 

Withdrawal and Deposit of money in bank account by withdrawal slip, deposit slip, cheque book, internet 

banking etc. 

Case study questions 

Quiz based on the topics covered. 

LIFE SKILL ACTIVITY  

Class VIII  

Money Management & Budgeting 
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To equip the students with basic financial literacy and make them responsible about managing money, a 

budgeting activity was conducted during the life skill session, wherein the students were asked to compare 

random buying versus planned shopping of grocery and other stationery items.  

 

Group Activity 

 

                                        
A  group activity was conducted on the topic  Currencies around the Globe wherein a group of 7-8 

students researched about 7-8 global currencies, their history & evolution, and some interesting facts about 

old currencies. 

Students also studied the conversion rates of 7-8 different currencies in comparison to Indian rupee, the 

impact of social, economic and political activities on the value of currency. Overall, it was a good 

opportunity for students to have a deeper understanding of the currency of a country. 

 

COMPETITIONS AND ACTIVITIES 

WINNERS OF ONLINE INTER SCHOOL ACTIVITIES AND COMPETITIONS 

(OCTOBER 2021) 

DATE CONDUCTED 

BY 

NAME OF THE 

COMPETITION 

NAME OF THE 

STUDENTS 

CLASS POSITION 

7th  

October 

2021 

Mayo College, 

Ajmer 

My Favourite 

Word in 

German. 

 
Shohini Roy 

IX-E Third 

Photo with a 

Caption 

 
Saanvi Sah 

VIII-D First 
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13th  

October 

2021 

FED Education, 

United Kingdom 

Poetry Writing 

Competition 

 
Harsidak Singh 

X-E  

26th  

October 

2021 

District Athletics 

Association, 

GBN, NOIDA 

District 

Athletics Meet 

(Under 14 long 

jump) 

 

Abhinav Kumar 

VIII-A Bronze 

Medal 

District 

Athletics Meet 

(Under 12 80m 

Race) 

Palak Awana VI-C Bronze 

Medal 

Results of Competitions compiled by Ms. Sobia Khan  

BOOK PRESENTATION PROGRAMME  

The following book reviews and presentations were conducted during the month of October as part of the 

Teacher Reading Programme.  

S No  Date  Name of the Teacher  Name of the Book  Author  

1. 5th Oct 21 Ms. Sobia Khan  Nectar in a Sieve  Kamala Markandaya 

2. 5th Oct 21 
Ms. Areeba Sundus 

The Silk Roads: A New 

History of the World  
Peter Frankopan 

3.  5th Oct 21 
Ms. Kirti Sasan       

Has the West Lost It? :        

A Provocation  

Kishore Mahbubani 

4. 8th Oct 21 Ms. Sumathy 

Raghunath 

Book of Value  Anurag Mishra 

5.  8th Oct 21 Ms. Shelly Baveja India’s Long Road : The 

Search for Prosperity  

Vijay Joshi 

6.  8th Oct 21 Mr. Jamal Ashraf         The End of History and the 

Last Man 

Francis Fukuyama 

7. 12thOct 21 

Ms. Preeti Ghai 

The Language of 

Mathematics : Making the 

Invisible Visible  

Keith Devlin 

8. 12thOct 21 

Ms. Madhumita Ray 

100 essential things YOU 

DIDN’T KNOW you didn’t 

know about MATH and the 

ARTS  

John D. Barrow 

9. 12thOct 21 
Mr. Rajesh Mahajan 

Blue Ocean Strategy: How 
to Create Uncontested 
Market Space and Make the 

W. Chan Kim  

and Renée Mauborgne 

https://www.amazon.com/W-Chan-Kim/e/B00459UV38?ref=sr_ntt_srch_lnk_1&qid=1633601723&sr=1-1
https://www.amazon.com/Ren%25C3%25A9e-Mauborgne/e/B001K8CCF2?ref=sr_ntt_srch_lnk_1&qid=1633601723&sr=1-1
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Competition Irrelevant  

10. 22nd Oct21 

Ms. Mamta Rishi 
Nature's Building Blocks: 
An A-Z Guide to the 
Elements 

John Emsley 

 

11. 22nd Oct21 

Ms. Promila Garyali 

The Upright Thinkers: The 
Human Journey from Living 
in Trees to Understanding 
the Cosmos 

Leonard Mlodinow 

 

12. 22nd Oct21 
Ms. Nitu Dixit 

Instant Physics: From 
Aristotle to Einstein, and 
Beyond  

Tony Rothman 

13. 29th Oct21 

Ms. Puneet Kaur 

Economics in Two Lessons: 
Why Markets Work So Well, 
and Why They Can Fail So 
Badly  

John Quiggin 

14.  

Ms. Anikini Dhall 

The Third Pillar: How 
Markets and the State 
Leave the Community 
Behind  

Raghuram G. Rajan 

 

CAPACITY BUILDING FOR TEACHERS 

CBSE CAPACITY BUILDING WORKSHOPS  

Teachers attended various workshops conducted by Centres of Excellence of CBSE. Each teacher 

attended a minimum of five workshops during the month.  

 

 

                 Sd/-        Sd/- 

 

Prepared by : Ms. Kakolee Sengupta   Checked by: Ms. Nandita Sinha Roy 

    (TGT, English)    Vice Principal (Academics)  

 

Sd/- 

Ms. Preeti Sangwan 

Principal  

https://www.amazon.in/Upright-Thinkers-Journey-Living-Understanding/dp/0307908232/ref=sr_1_1?dchild=1&keywords=The+Upright+Thinkers+-+Leonard+Mlodinow&qid=1634534613&qsid=257-8151158-4622538&s=books&sr=1-1&sres=0307908232%2C0241438098%2C0241391547%2CB007Y79B7K&srpt=ABIS_BOOK
https://www.amazon.in/Upright-Thinkers-Journey-Living-Understanding/dp/0307908232/ref=sr_1_1?dchild=1&keywords=The+Upright+Thinkers+-+Leonard+Mlodinow&qid=1634534613&qsid=257-8151158-4622538&s=books&sr=1-1&sres=0307908232%2C0241438098%2C0241391547%2CB007Y79B7K&srpt=ABIS_BOOK
https://www.amazon.in/Upright-Thinkers-Journey-Living-Understanding/dp/0307908232/ref=sr_1_1?dchild=1&keywords=The+Upright+Thinkers+-+Leonard+Mlodinow&qid=1634534613&qsid=257-8151158-4622538&s=books&sr=1-1&sres=0307908232%2C0241438098%2C0241391547%2CB007Y79B7K&srpt=ABIS_BOOK
https://www.amazon.in/Upright-Thinkers-Journey-Living-Understanding/dp/0307908232/ref=sr_1_1?dchild=1&keywords=The+Upright+Thinkers+-+Leonard+Mlodinow&qid=1634534613&qsid=257-8151158-4622538&s=books&sr=1-1&sres=0307908232%2C0241438098%2C0241391547%2CB007Y79B7K&srpt=ABIS_BOOK
https://www.amazon.in/Instant-Physics-Aristotle-Einstein-Beyond/dp/0449906973/ref=sr_1_1?dchild=1&keywords=Instant+Physics+-+Tony+Rothman&qid=1634534762&qsid=257-8151158-4622538&s=books&sr=1-1&sres=0449906973&srpt=ABIS_BOOK
https://www.amazon.in/Instant-Physics-Aristotle-Einstein-Beyond/dp/0449906973/ref=sr_1_1?dchild=1&keywords=Instant+Physics+-+Tony+Rothman&qid=1634534762&qsid=257-8151158-4622538&s=books&sr=1-1&sres=0449906973&srpt=ABIS_BOOK
https://www.amazon.in/Instant-Physics-Aristotle-Einstein-Beyond/dp/0449906973/ref=sr_1_1?dchild=1&keywords=Instant+Physics+-+Tony+Rothman&qid=1634534762&qsid=257-8151158-4622538&s=books&sr=1-1&sres=0449906973&srpt=ABIS_BOOK
https://www.amazon.in/Third-Pillar-Markets-Community-Behind/dp/9353576652/ref=sr_1_1?dchild=1&keywords=The+Third+Pillar+by+Raghuram+Rajan&qid=1635219663&qsid=257-8151158-4622538&s=books&sr=1-1&sres=9353576652%2C9353028396%2CB08D9KP9QV%2CB08D9KB4K2%2CB08D9LDJ4T%2C1107091500%2C0670092096%2C9353579791%2C0008485240%2C9352779398%2C9388754433%2C8184002807%2C9352770145%2C9390976324%2C9350291738%2C8195057101&srpt=ABIS_BOOK
https://www.amazon.in/Third-Pillar-Markets-Community-Behind/dp/9353576652/ref=sr_1_1?dchild=1&keywords=The+Third+Pillar+by+Raghuram+Rajan&qid=1635219663&qsid=257-8151158-4622538&s=books&sr=1-1&sres=9353576652%2C9353028396%2CB08D9KP9QV%2CB08D9KB4K2%2CB08D9LDJ4T%2C1107091500%2C0670092096%2C9353579791%2C0008485240%2C9352779398%2C9388754433%2C8184002807%2C9352770145%2C9390976324%2C9350291738%2C8195057101&srpt=ABIS_BOOK
https://www.amazon.in/Third-Pillar-Markets-Community-Behind/dp/9353576652/ref=sr_1_1?dchild=1&keywords=The+Third+Pillar+by+Raghuram+Rajan&qid=1635219663&qsid=257-8151158-4622538&s=books&sr=1-1&sres=9353576652%2C9353028396%2CB08D9KP9QV%2CB08D9KB4K2%2CB08D9LDJ4T%2C1107091500%2C0670092096%2C9353579791%2C0008485240%2C9352779398%2C9388754433%2C8184002807%2C9352770145%2C9390976324%2C9350291738%2C8195057101&srpt=ABIS_BOOK
https://www.amazon.in/Third-Pillar-Markets-Community-Behind/dp/9353576652/ref=sr_1_1?dchild=1&keywords=The+Third+Pillar+by+Raghuram+Rajan&qid=1635219663&qsid=257-8151158-4622538&s=books&sr=1-1&sres=9353576652%2C9353028396%2CB08D9KP9QV%2CB08D9KB4K2%2CB08D9LDJ4T%2C1107091500%2C0670092096%2C9353579791%2C0008485240%2C9352779398%2C9388754433%2C8184002807%2C9352770145%2C9390976324%2C9350291738%2C8195057101&srpt=ABIS_BOOK

